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ABSTRACT: Value debts are obligations whose object is the payment or delivery of
a sum of money. The aim of this paper is to study the legal nature of this category of
obligations. During this process we shall consider from the start that value debts
represent an intermediary category between monetary obligations and obligations in
kind. The difficulty of grouping value debts into one of the already created categories
of civil law emerges from their structure and functioning.
Our conclusion regarding the legal nature of this type of obligation is the following:
until future legal modifications we will consider that value debts are part of obligations
to do, i.e. intermediary obligations between monetary obligations and obligations in
kind
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Value debts, namely obligations whose object is to pay or remit a sum of money,
represent an interesting problem related to the topic of our paper1.

In the following, we shall try to analyse the legal nature of value debts.
These have been considered obligations to do, an intermediary category between

obligations in kind and pecuniary obligations. Legal doctrine generally delimits the object
of a contract (the legal operation the parties have in mind) from the point of view of what the
debtor has to fulfil (to give, to do or not to do). Services, in turn, have their own object
called the „derived object” of a legal relationship.

In the process of researching the legal nature of this category of obligations, the
classification of obligations proposed by the Civil code has been criticised as insufficient
and useless2.
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